Across
2. Women in Athens had lots of ___
6. Spartan warriors were known for their skill and ___
8. How many kings ruled the city of Sparta?
12. Athens was a powerful ___
13. Athens had four of these around their city
15. What was the lowest social class in Athens?
18. War between Athens and Sparta
19. Who was the king who helped Sparta defeat Troy?
20. A famous philosopher in Athens

Down
1. How many social classes did Athens have?
3. What class were the farmers in in Sparta?
4. What was the name of the middle class in Sparta?
5. This caused lots of people in Athens to become sick and die
7. Athens had this type of government
9. What did Sparta do early on to the land around them
10. Building this structure was an achievement in Athens
11. Which empire took control of Athens?
14. 8,000 of these ruled over 10,000 slaves
16. At what age were boys in Sparta taken from their parents and trained for warfare?
17. The Assembly met on top of this hill